LIFTS SCRAP, PRODUCTIVITY, AND BOTTOM LINES ALIKE.

Pierce scrap handlers are designed for long reach loading, close-in unloading and sorting, and reaching tall piles in extreme above-grade environments.

Our versatile and extensive line of scrap handling solutions suit hydraulic excavators from 20-150MT.

2-PIECE FRONT
For heavy-duty mobile or fixed loading applications.

3-PIECE FRONT
For added articulation and dexterity.
COMPLETE THE PACKAGE WITH PIERCE.

Pierce provides a complete scrap handling solution that is equal to or better than any scrap handler on the market today. And if our standard configurations don’t suit your operation, Pierce can customize the machine to your exact application criteria.

FEATURES:
- 2-piece scrap handling front equipped with larger bore hoist cylinders, single or twin stick cylinders, droop nose stick and grapple plumbing with shut-off valves.
- Static or hydraulic elevating cab riser with cab guard and OSHA-spec platform, stairs and railings.
- Wide undercarriage for 360° stability.
- Heavy counterweight for additional stability.
- Rotate circuit for grapple operation and/or hydraulic drive generator and magnet package.

Don’t feel forced to buy a European brand. Especially when you can invest in a U.S. company to build your purpose-built scrap handler.
In-house design team: check. Comprehensive manufacturing capabilities: check. Product testing and certification, technical support, and convenient distribution centers throughout North America: check, check, and check. With so much to offer, we’re ideally positioned to provide complete solutions for all of your business needs. From ordinary to extraordinary.

As a leading designer and manufacturer of hydraulic excavator attachments and work tools, Pierce has built a solid reputation for providing reliable, high performance products that are designed to keep pace with changing industry conditions – and one step ahead of emerging technologies.

Our position as a direct supplier for many of the world’s leading equipment providers has enabled us to become experts in client collaboration, managing specific application parameters, and maintaining the highest quality standards for a variety of markets. Even if your needs call for a customized solution that doesn’t currently exist, you can count us to make it happen – and make it happen right. Imagine that.